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Date: Tuesday, December 10, 2019
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Time: 12:30 ~ 1:30 pm

Objectives:
At the end of the session, participants will be able to:

- Explore possible approaches to design effective lectures for JABSOM students.
- Assess significance of lecture components with respect to delivery effectiveness.
- Discuss priorities and necessities of lecture materials for JABSOM students.

Online Participation:
Join URL: https://zoom.us/j/953174469, please join the session with your full name.
To receive credit, you must complete the Evaluation & CME Registration Form after the session and return to Kori-Jo Kochi at kjkochi@hawaii.edu or (fax) 808-692-1252
For more information, and/or disability accommodation, contact Kori-Jo Kochi.

Parking Information:
On Street: Metered parking is available on Ilalo St., and Cooke St. Two hour maximum. Coin-operated only.
Lot C: Located on the Ewa side of campus, enter via Forrest Avenue.
$6.00 flat rate. Please park in numbered stalls only. Place exact payment in pay box near entrance.

Sponsored by: Hawai'i Consortium for Continuing Medical Education
The Hawaii Consortium for Continuing Medical Education is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. The Hawaii Consortium for Continuing Medical Education designates this live activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.